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DESIGN TEAM
Molly Culbertson, Reid Weber, Tim Bestor, Greg 
Carlson, Emily Green, Haley Wallace 

BUILD TEAM
Molly Culbertson, Reid Weber, Tim Bestor, Greg 
Carlson, Emily Green, Haley Wallace, John Cline, 
Josh Cabot, Nick Lavelle, Anne Zuercher

POD DIMENSIONS
10w X 8d X 9h

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
This project is a prototype for a new type of settlement, one 
in which those who have been living without shelter and 
community can support each other during their transition 
off the streets. PAD is a project developed from a need for 
adaptation and customization, and serves as the backdrop 
for a vibrant, close knit community. 

Each PAD is sized to fit on the back of a truck, but designed 
for expansion on the site, and outfitted to support customized 
modification over time. If the PADs must be relocated, 
residents can simply pack up their belongings, lock the 
folding walls, floor, and roof into place, and move to the next 
site. 

PAD as a component in the community is designed to restore 
dignity to its residents in their time of rebuilding, and to show 
NIMBYs (Not In My BackYard) that houseless communities can 
be safe, beautiful, valued contributions to the neighborhoods 
they are set in. 

   CONSTRUCTION PROCESS
PAD is built using wood framed construction, 
and assembled in a typical manner.  Cedar 
cladding is durable and can withstand the 
heavy Portland rains. Steel framed folding 
walls are designed to be lightweight and 
durable.

  FEATURES

STEP 1 
Footings are made, and   
the PAD is set in place. 

EXAMPLE NEIGHBORHOOD

NE SHAVER ST.

NE VANCOUVER ST.

STEP 2
The roof and floor are unlocked 
and folded out. 

STEP 3
The collapsable walls are 
unlocked and swung into 
place.  

PADs folding assembly allows for expansion 
on site, and the folding walls are designed for 
modification and customization. Residents 
may attach tarps and other materials to 
create more privacy, hang clotheslines, 
tapestries, etc. as they see fit, adding to their 
feeling of safety and ownership. 

Inside, a wood stove heats the PAD, there 
is a sink for washing, a desk for working and 
reading, and underneath the bed is a secure 
storage area for valuables. 

30 X 30
The POD initiative of 30 x 30 aims to eventually 
create 30 POD villages of 30 people 
throughout the City of Portland.  This initiative 
is currently in progress, and is a way to ensure 
those without homes are still included in the 
community which they call home. Many 
vacant lots are under consideration, and 
we have diagrammed one of them, to show 
how PAD might work within a neighborhood. 

Potential Lots for 30 x 30 Initiative

see neighborhood example below*


